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The taxation administrative discretion refers to the tax authorities and the tax staffs 
in the tax laws and regulations within the scope and magnitude,based on the tax law 
stipulation's object and purpose of seeking the judgment fact and the tax law stipulation 
best combining site independently,and according to the above to decide act or 
omission,and how as a power.It is the administrative discretion an important 
component,is the necessary jurisdiction which the tax authorities improve the 
administrative efficiency.It enables tax authorities in accordance with the actual 
situation of complex and ever-changing light of the current situation encountered in the 
tax treatment of various problems.It widely lies in the process of taxation 
administration.It is like a double-edged sword, both positive and negative 
aspects,therefore must be controlled. 
This paper from the administrative discretion of the historical development, the 
meaning, as well as the taxation administrative discretion of the meaning,the 
characteristic,the existence reasonability, types,and forms to start,Clearly the exercise of 
the taxation administrative discretion of the basic goals, to extract the principles to be 
followed;Through the analysis that both positive and negative effects of the taxation 
administrative discretion,as well as the reason that the taxation administrative discretion 
is abused,proposed that should from the legislation, the administration, the judicature 
and the social control of its four areas;At the same time, combined with the national tax 
system is the implementation of the "The Taxation Administrative Management 
Information System," empirical analysis of the current tax administration department of 
the taxation administrative discretion to control the situation, wields taxation  
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